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Fast core rotation in red-giant stars as revealed by
gravity-dominated mixed modes
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When the core hydrogen is exhausted during stellar evolution, the
central region of a star contracts and the outer envelope expands and
cools, giving rise to a red giant. Convection takes place over much of
the star’s radius. Conservation of angular momentum requires that
the cores of these stars rotate faster than their envelopes; indirect
evidence supports this1,2. Information about the angular-momentum
distribution is inaccessible to direct observations, but it can be
extracted from the effect of rotation on oscillation modes that probe
the stellar interior. Here we report an increasing rotation rate from
the surface of the star to the stellar core in the interiors of red giants,
obtained using the rotational frequency splitting of recently detected
‘mixed modes’3,4. By comparison with theoretical stellar models, we
conclude that the core must rotate at least ten times faster than the
surface. This observational result confirms the theoretical prediction
of a steep gradient in the rotation profile towards the deep stellar
interior1,5,6.
The asteroseismic approach to studying stellar interiors exploits
information from oscillation modes of different radial order n and
angular degree l, which propagate in cavities extending at different
depths7. Stellar rotation lifts the degeneracy of non-radial modes, producing a multiplet of (2l 1 1) frequency peaks in the power spectrum for
each mode. The frequency separation between two mode components
of a multiplet is related to the angular velocity and to the properties of
the mode in its propagation region. More information on the exploitation of rotational splitting of modes may be found in the Supplementary
Information. An important new tool comes from mixed modes that
were recently identified in red giants3,4. Stochastically excited solar-like
oscillations in evolved G and K giant stars8 have been well studied in
terms of theory9–12, and the main results are consistent with recent
observations from space-based photometry13,14. Whereas pressure
modes are completely trapped in the outer acoustic cavity, mixed modes
also probe the central regions and carry additional information from the
core region, which is probed by gravity modes. Mixed dipole modes
(l 5 1) appear in the Fourier power spectrum as dense clusters of modes
around those that are best trapped in the acoustic cavity. These clusters,
the components of which contain varying amounts of influence from
pressure and gravity modes, are referred to as ‘dipole forests’.
We present the Fourier spectra of the brightness variations of stars
KIC 8366239 (Fig. 1a), KIC 5356201 (Supplementary Fig. 3a) and KIC
12008916 (Supplementary Fig. 5a), derived from observations with the
Kepler spacecraft. The three spectra show split modes, the spherical
degree of which we identify as l 5 1. These detected multiplets cannot
have been caused by finite mode lifetime effects from mode damping,

because that would not lead to a consistent multiplet appearance over
several orders such as that shown in Fig. 1. The spacings in period
between the multiplet components (Supplementary Fig. 7) are too
small to be attributable to consecutive unsplit mixed modes4 and do
not follow the characteristic frequency pattern of unsplit mixed
modes3. Finally, the projected surface velocity, v sin i, obtained from
ground-based spectroscopy (Table 1), is consistent with the rotational
velocity measured from the frequency splitting of the mixed mode that
predominantly probes the outer layers. We are thus left with rotation
as the only cause of the detected splittings.
The observed rotational splitting is not constant for consecutive
dipole modes, even within a given dipole forest (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Figs 3b and 5b). The lowest splitting is generally present
for the mode at the centre of the dipole forest, which is the mode with
the largest amplitude in the outer layers. Splitting increases for modes
with a larger gravity component, towards the wings of the dipole mode
forest. For KIC 8366239, we find that the average splitting of modes in
the wings of the dipole forests is 1.5 times larger than the mean splitting
of the centre modes of the dipole forests.
We compared the observations (Fig. 1b) with theoretical predictions
for a model representative of KIC 8366239, as defined in the Supplementary Information. The effect of rotation on the oscillation
frequencies can be estimated in terms of a weight function, called a
rotational kernel (Knl). From the kernels, it is shown that at least 60% of
the frequency splitting for the l 5 1 mixed modes with a dominant
gravity component is produced in the central region of the star (Fig. 2).
This substantial core contribution to mixed modes enables us to
investigate the rotational properties of the core region, which was
hitherto not possible for the Sun, owing to a lack of observed modes
that probe the core region (within a radius r , 0.2 R[; ref. 15). The
solar rotational profile is known in great detail for only those regions
probed by pressure-dominated modes16–18. In contrast to these modes
in the wings of the dipole forest, only 30% of the splitting of the centre
mode originates from the central region of the star, whereas the outer
third by mass of the star contributes 50% of the frequency splitting. By
comparing the rotational velocity derived from the splitting of such
pressure-dominated modes with the projected surface velocity from
spectroscopy, we find that the asteroseismic value is systematically
larger. This offset cannot be explained by inclination of the rotation
axis towards the observer alone (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2), but
originates from the contribution of the fast-rotating core (Fig. 2).
Furthermore, internal non-rigid rotation leads to a larger splitting
for modes in the wings of the dipole forest than for centre modes.
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Figure 1 | Oscillation spectrum of KIC 8366239. a, Grey squares, radial
modes; grey triangles, l 5 2 modes; black circles, l 5 1 rotational multiplets. A
zoom on the region of 185–195 mHz and the analysis of the comb-like structure
of the oscillation spectrum in an échelle diagram are shown in the online
material (Supplementary Figs 1 and 2). The spectral window of the Fourier
analysis can be found in the online material (Supplementary Fig. 11). The y-axis
indicates the flux variation power in parts-per-million squared for each
frequency bin. b, The observed rotational splitting for individual l 5 1 modes.
Error bars, standard deviation of the measured rotational splitting of dipole
modes. Similar analyses of the stars KIC 5356201 (Supplementary Figs 3 and 4)
and KIC 12008916 (Supplementary Figs 5 and 6) are discussed in the online
material. c, Theoretically predicted rotational splitting assuming two different

rotation laws. The values are calculated for a representative model of KIC
8366239 as defined in the Supplementary Information. Solid circles, splitting
for non-rigid rotation for the case of a core rotation ten times faster than the
surface rotation of 2.5 km s21 resembles the observations qualitatively well.
Open circles, theoretical splittings for rigid rotation and an equatorial surface
rotation velocity of 3 km s21 show a trend opposite to the observed one, with
the largest splitting in the centre of the dipole forest and lower splitting in
gravity-dominated modes. In the case of rigid rotation, the variable splitting is
governed purely by the variation of the Ledoux24 constant across the dipole
forest (Supplementary Fig. 8). Because the representative model (c) has not
been corrected for surface effects, there is a slight offset to the observations (b).

For a model rotating rigidly, the reverse behaviour is expected (Fig. 1c).
Because the prediction for the rigidly rotating model is incompatible
with the observed trends of the splittings (Fig. 1b) but can be well
reproduced qualitatively under the assumption of non-rigid rotation
(Fig. 1c), we conclude that the three stars investigated here (see Table 1,
last column) rotate non-rigidly, with the central region rotating much
faster than the surface.

The above interpretation is consistent with the correlation between
the mode lifetime and the corresponding rotational splitting that has
been observed in our data. Mixed modes in the wings of the dipole
forest are predicted to have large amplitudes in the central regions of
the star and, therefore, larger values of inertia and lifetime. These
modes have narrower mode profiles in the frequency spectrum than
have the centre modes that are predominantly trapped in the outer
cavity11. This behaviour of the mode profiles (Supplementary Fig. 1)
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Figure 2 | Contributions to the total rotational splitting. Partial integrals of
normalized rotation kernels, illustrating the contribution from different regions
to the rotational splitting for pressure-dominated modes (n4, n5; solid lines) and
gravity-dominated modes (n1, n2, n3; dashed lines) of degree l 5 1 and l 5 2, as a
function of the stellar mass-fraction, m/M. The kernels have been calculated for
modes from a representative model of KIC 8366239, as defined in the
Supplementary Information, with oscillation frequencies given. Vertical dotted
lines, left to right: boundary of the helium core, the hydrogen-burning shell and
the bottom of the convective envelope.
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Figure 3 | Rotational splitting versus mode linewidth for KIC 8366239. The
lifetime is inversely proportional to the mode linewidth. Black circles, l 5 1
modes. Grey squares, linewidth of the pure acoustic radial modes (l 5 0), for
comparison. Dotted vertical line, formal frequency resolution. Error bars,
standard deviation of the measured rotational splitting and mode width of
dipole modes. Similar diagrams for the two other stars from Table 1 are shown
in Supplementary Figs 9 and 10, respectively.
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Table 1 | Observational parameters of three stars, showing rotational splitting.
KIC

8366239
5356201
12008916

nmax (mHz)

R (R[)

DPobs (s)

Teff (K)

n sin i
(km s21)

Asteros. rot.
vel. (km s21)

l 5 1 min rot.
split. (mHz)

Averaged split. ratio
for dipole modes

182 6 1
209.7 6 0.7
159.9 6 0.6

5.30 6 0.08
4.47 6 0.03
5.18 6 0.05

56 6 11
50 6 10
52 6 7

4980 6 120
4840 6 90
4830 6 100

,1
2.4
-

3.9
3.8
5.7

0.135 6 0.008
0.154 6 0.003
0.200 6 0.001

1.5
1.7
1.8

We present three cases of firm detections of rotational splitting in red giants from around 500 day-long time series of photometric data obtained with the Kepler satellite in long-cadence mode (about 30-min time
sampling)23. KIC, stars’ identifiers in the Kepler Input Catalog. nmax, frequency of maximum oscillation power. The stellar radius R and the effective temperature Teff were computed according to ref. 14. The mean
period spacing DPobs and its standard deviation were derived from the central multiplet components of the dipole modes. These three stars are classified as low-luminosity red-giant stars22. The observationally
derived mean period spacing of the mixed modes indicates that they are in an early phase of red-giant evolution4, in which they are burning hydrogen in a shell around the helium core. The projected surface
velocity, n sin i, was determined from ground-based spectra. The asteroseismic rotation velocity was computed from the minimum dipole splitting and assumed rigid rotation. Although this is the most pressuredominated mode found in the spectrum, it contains a contribution from the core. The inferred rotation velocity from this mode is therefore slightly higher than the surface rotation velocity. The observed ratio of the
average rotational splitting found in the wings of the dipole forest to the mean splitting of the forest centre is given in the last column. Extensive lists of further asteroseismic parameters are given in Supplementary
Table 1 and 2.

was recently confirmed by observations3,4. We observe that short-lived
modes (with broader profiles) exhibit smaller rotational splitting in
KIC 8366239 (Fig. 3) and the two other stars from Table 1 (Supplementary Figs 9 and 10). With increasing lifetime (dominant gravity
component) we see a substantial increase in the size of the rotational
splitting of the modes. The frequencies of the narrowest modes are
mainly affected by the rotation in the central regions of the star. Taking
a representative model for KIC 8366239, and assuming that the convective envelope rotates rigidly and that the radiative interior rotates
rigidly but faster than the convective envelope, we find that the
observed splitting ratio of 1.5 (Table 1) is obtained from a core rotating
at least ten times faster than the surface.
So far, our understanding of the evolution of the angular momentum
as a function of the evolutionary stage is still poor. Before this study, it
was possible to deliver evidence of non-rigid rotation in only two corehydrogen-burning massive stars, for which the seismic analysis
revealed a near-core rotation rate about three to five times faster than
the envelope rotation rate19,20. Claims of non-rigid rotation in white
dwarfs have also been discussed21. The low-luminosity red giants22
discussed here are in the early phase of hydrogen-shell burning, and
have a core-to-envelope rotation rate more than twice as high as those
of the massive stars19,20. When these stars enter the subsequent phase of
core-helium burning, we believe that the core will undergo a slight
expansion and the envelope will shrink, leading to a surface rotation
on the horizontal branch larger than that on the red-giant branch1. The
basic assumption of conservation of angular momentum predicts a
rotational gradient between surface and core that is less steep than
the one detected. Exploiting rotational splitting of mixed modes in a
large sample of red giants in various evolutionary stages will provide an
excellent tool to inspect how the internal angular-momentum distribution evolves with time towards the end of the life of the star.
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